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Interim Earnings Report                                                                                                  3 months ended 31st March, 2013 

Recommendation: BUY                  

 

• Access Bank (Access) reported 1% YoY contraction in 

gross earnings to N52.7bn for the 3 months ended 

March 2013. PBT and PAT also fell 26% and 18% YoY 

to N11.4bn and N9.6bn respectively. Revenues were 

13% above below our estimate while PBT and PAT 

were respectively 16% and 8% below. 

• The results included a discontinued operations loss of 

N323mn as well as an ‘other comprehensive’ loss of 

N3.3bn which drove comprehensive PAT to N6.3bn.  

 

Revenue improvement slower than expected on 

lower yields and stagnant funding base  

• Access reported 14% QoQ rise in revenues to N52.7 bn 

for Q1 13 as non-interest revenue tripled to N18.8bn 

while interest income contracted 12% QoQ to N33.9bn 

after a flat performance in Q4 12. The high contribution 

of non-interest revenues (NIR) is somewhat surprising 

since it was largely responsible for a weaker than 

expected revenues in Q4 12 (-53%QoQ) especially as 

the ‘other operating income’ component which was 

particularly weak in the preceding quarter accounts for 

much of the gains in Q1 13 while fee income is down 

28% QoQ to N8.5bn. Access attributes this to increased 

transaction fees on its enlarged platform which hardly 

clarifies matters. Significantly, NIR is 42% ahead of our 

estimates and helped offset some of the pressure on 

interest income. 

Income Statement Data  
 2013- 3 'm  2012 - 3 'm %chg

Revenue 52,709 53,059 -1%
PBT 11,444 15,531 -26%
Tax (1,529) (3,417) -55%
PAT 9,915 32,247 -18%

Balance Sheet Data   
  2012-Dec 'm  2011 -Dec 'm %chg 

 

Cash 261,956         296,185 -12% 

Loans  623,098      608,638 2% 

Deposits 1,210,988      1,201,482 1% 

Fixed Asset 61,452         64,566 -5% 

Net Assets 248,313         240,990 3% 
 

Stock Data 
Price N10.5
52 week range   N5.5– N12.39
Market Cap. (N'm)  226,823.05
1-month Avg. Vol  29,011,594
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Bloomberg Ticker   ACCESS NL 
Reuters Ticker   ACCESS.LG
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• On the heels of a 110bps contraction in Q4 12, yield on assets fell a further 

160bps to 9.6% (vs. our 11.5% which we had cut 100bps cut after the Q4 results) 

and was primarily responsible for the weakness in interest income (28% below our 

estimate). We would ascribe lower yields appear to reflect the sharply lower 

market rates at which the bank has to reinvest, particularly after rediscounting 

AMCON bonds in Q3 12, compounded by an extremely short-duration loan 

portfolio—though recent improvements (~55% loans maturing within 12 months 

vs >90% in 0-30day bucket as at 9M 12) should limit the risk going forward.  

• The revenue picture was further affected a 3% QoQ contraction in funding base--

driven by 60% cut-back in interbank takings while deposits were flat at N1.2trn. 

The lower base helped drive a 9% QoQ contraction in interest expense, which at 

N16.9bn was 2% below our estimates, as the benefits we expected from improved 

liquidity on funding costs materialised.  

 

 

Lower than expected costs absorb some of the damage 

• In line with our expectations, opex also rebounded from abnormally low Q4 12 

levels, doubling QoQ to N24.7bn, 8% below our estimate. However, as a 

consequence of slower rise in revenues CIR jumped 26ppt to 69% in Q1 13 (FY 

12: 61%).  

• In contrast to the N10bn charge in Q4 12, Access booked a N417mn write-back 

in Q1 13, marking the fourth quarter in which it has alternated write-back with 

impairment charges. Although the impact of this write-back is minimal on Q1 13 

PBT, it is the primary driver of the discrepancy in the growth in QoQ PBT, 

which doubled to N11.4bn from Q4 12, and PAT which rose a more sedate 28% 

QoQ after a N2bn tax gain (35% of PBT) in Q4 12 was reversed in a N1.5bn 

charge in Q1 13, which translates to a 13% tax rate for the quarter.  

• Relative to our estimates, 13% lower revenues was sufficient to drive PBT 16% 

below our Q1 13 estimate in spite of lower interest expense, opex and a mild 

writeback relative to our N2.6bn provisioning estimate. PBT margin of 22% align 

with our forecasts while PAT margin of 19% is 1ppt above our estimate which 

factored a 20% tax rate estimate.   

 



 

 

Improvements still slower than implied by moderated forecasts  

• Although earning asset volumes are 10% behind our FY 13 target after a tepid 

3% QoQ growth in loans for Q1 13, we are not particularly concerned as we still 

see scope for recovering on this front as the bank reallocates further into FY 13. 

We see low asset yields in particular as mainly responsible for the weakness in 

interest income and consequently slower 14% QoQ revenue growth vs our 32% 

estimate. Accordingly we cut our asset yield estimates by a further 150bps to 10% 

to match the decline in Q1 13. In spite of 170% QoQ growth, we note NIR has 

also been volatile and estimate a run-rate for the rest of 2013 that is midway 

between 2012 quarterly average and Q1 13 levels which may yet prove 

unsustainably high especially as management indicates it has been enjoying the 

benefits of the expanded customer base for a while now. Overall, we expect 

revenues to grow 6% in Q2 to N56bn.  

• Whilst potential gains from improvements in Access’ funding appear set to 

materialize, we note that the lower interest expense is on a total funding base that 

is 12% lower than our FY 13 expectations. In accordance with our expectations 

for higher volumes of deposits we have left our interest expense estimates 

unchanged through 2013. Thus we expect 2% QoQ rise in this item in Q2 13. 

Nevertheless, we are positive on the continued reduction in interbank takings and, 

as funding base expands, our FY interest expense estimate translates into 70bps 

improvement in WACF to 4.3% by FY 2013.  

• Due to relatively greater underperformance in Q1 13 revenues relative  to our 

opex estimates for the period, we preserve levels implied by the Q1 13 figures in 

our Q2 13E opex, which is flat QoQ at N25bn, establishing Q2 13E CIR 100bps 

higher at 64%,.  

• We remain cautious regarding provisions and maintain the expected N2.6bn 

quarterly run-rate (which matches the 2012 quarterly average) for the rest of 

2013. However, based on the Q1 write-back our cost of risk reduces 30bps to 1% 

for FY 13.  

• Our revisions have culminated in an 11% reduction in our PBT estimate to 

N48bn while a reduction in our tax rate to 15% results in a more moderate 6% 

decline to FY 13E PAT and EPS of N1.8 for FY 2013E. 

 



 

 

Valuation still attractive in spite of near-term downward revisions  

• FY 13 downward adjustments are primarily responsible for 2% reduction in our 

fair value estimate to N13.7. Access currently trades at 8.9x current 5.6x forward 

PE which compares well with peer averages of 10x and 6.7x respectively. P/Bv of 

0.9x also compares favourably with peer average of 1.5x. Combining these 

valuation discounts with 42% upside implied by our fair value estimate, we 

maintain a BUY rating on the stock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Summary of Forecasts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Company financials, ARM Estimates 

Quarterly      

Income Statement (N’m) Q2 2013E Q3 2013E Q4 2013E Q1 2014E  

Net interest income 22,958 23,630 23,751 26,007  

Non-interest income 15,831 15,812 15,827 17,420  

Total Revenue 38,790 39,442 39,578 43,426  

Total Operating Costs (24,529) (24,499) (24,522) (26,924)  

Operating Profit 14,261 14,943 15,056 16,502  

Impairment Charge (2,573) (2,570) (2,573) (2,592)  

Pre-tax Profit 11,687 12,373 12,484 13,910  

Tax (1,891) (1,888) (1,890) (2,365)  

Post-tax Profit 9,797 10,484 10,594 11,545  

      

Annual      

Income Statement (N’m) 2012A 3m’ 2013 2013E 2014E 2015E 

Net interest income 96,378 16,990 87,329 108,361 127,961 

Non-interest income 46,266 18,772 66,242 72,582 83,408 

Total Revenue 142,644 35,762 153,572 180,942 211,369 

Total Operating Costs -       87,517 -       24,736 -       98,286 -     112,184 -     128,935 

Operating Profit 55,126 11,026 55,286 68,758 82,434 

Impairment Charge -       10,791 417 -         7,299 -       10,799 -         8,819 

Pre-tax Profit 44,880 11,443 47,987 57,959 73,615 

Tax -         2,018 -         1,529 -         7,198 -         9,853 -       13,987 

Post-tax Profit 42,862 9,914 40,789 48,106 59,628 

      

Balance Sheet (N’m) 2012A 3m’ 2013 2013E 2014E 2015E 

Assets      

Cash & Short term funds 326,785 318,452 249,197 280,643 437,016 

Due from banks 4,565 - 9,518 33,836 45,716 

Net Loans 604,073 623,098 753,956 975,793 1,051,288 

Fixed Assets 64,566 61,452 76,141 90,229 88,892 

Other Assets 745,188 700,253 814,704 875,220 916,857 

Total Asset 1,745,177 1,703,255 1,903,515 2,255,720 2,539,769 

Liabilities      

Deposits 1,201,482 1,210,988 1,378,590 1,607,524 1,790,671 

Due to banks 105,171 42,877 33,624 30,141 34,000 

Borrowings 97,266 103,338 134,497 160,752 206,267 

Other liabilities 100,269 97,739 134,497 210,987 235,734 

Total liabilities 1,504,187 1,454,942 1,681,207 2,009,404 2,266,672 

Shareholders' fund 240,990 248,313 222,308 246,316 273,097 

Key Data      

EPS Rep GAAP 1.84 0.45 1.77 2.09 2.59 

DPS 0.85 - 0.80 1.05 1.43 

BVPS 10.53 10.85 9.71 10.76 11.93 

ROE 18% 4% 18% 19% 22% 

ROA 2.4% 0.6% 2.1% 2.1% 2.3% 

Key Ratios      

Loan to Asset 35% 37% 39% 43% 41% 

Cost to income 61% 69% 64% 62% 61% 

Net Profit Margin 17% 13% 18% 18% 20% 

Liquidity ratio 25% 25% 18% 19% 26% 

Capital adequacy ratio 27% 28% 12% 12% 12% 
      

      



 

 

 

ARM ratings and recommendations 

ARM now employs a two-tier rating system which is based on systemic importance of the security under review and the deviation of our target price for the 

stock from current market price. We characterize systemic importance as a function of a stock’s ranking among the group of top 20 stocks by NSE market 

capitalization over a trailing 6 month period (minimum) to the review date. We adopt a 5 point rating system for this category of stocks and a 3 point rating 

system for stocks outside this group. The choice of top 20 stocks arises from the consideration that this group of stocks constitutes >75% of overall market 

capitalization and stocks outside this group are generally less liquid and individually account for <<1% of market capitalization. For stocks in both 

categories, the basis for ratings subject to target price deviation is outlined below:  

 

TOP 20    NON-TOP 20   

Rating Deviation  Rating Deviation 

BUY >20%   BUY >20%  
OVERWEIGHT 10%  — 20 %  NEUTRAL 5%  —  20 % 
NEUTRAL 0%  —  10 %  SELL <5% 
UNDERWEIGHT -5%  —  0%    
SELL <-5%    

 

 

RECOMMENDATION KEY  

Rating Recommendation  

BUY Accumulate security to a substantial extent constrained only by portfolio diversification considerations 
OVERWEIGHT Accumulate security to an extent moderated by cognizance of its benchmark weight  

NEUTRAL 
Maintain status quo for security with respect to current holding—i.e. keep if already holding and don’t buy otherwise—
subject to reasonable portfolio constraints 

UNDERWEIGHT Minimise exposure to security taking cognizance of its index weighting 
SELL Sell-off security completely from portfolio  
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